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Abstract - Rapid advances in visualization technology 
and virtual world tools provide opportunities for 
improvements in multisensor data fusion.  These 
technologies can re-engage the human user in the fusion 
process, improving multi-analyst collaboration, 
enhancing data understanding by engaging the analyst’s 
visual pattern recognition capabilities, and providing 
new mechanisms for hypothesis generation and 
understanding.  The virtual world environments can 
leverage gaming concepts to provide rich story-telling 
capabilities.  Much like the traditional use of cases or 
logical templates for target identification or 
event/activity detection, gaming concepts involving 
characterization of characters and world views can 
assist the formulation and evaluation of hypotheses for 
non-traditional targets.   As new requirements emerge 
for fusion systems to support asymmetric warfare and 
non-traditional operations, these technologies become 
increasingly important.  This paper provides a 
perspective on these concepts and argues for a 
systematic theory-driven approach to explore these 
enhancements to data fusion, grounded in human-in-the-
loop experiments.   
 
1 Introduction 
 
In 2000, Hall, Hall and Tate [1] proposed the inclusion 
of the Human Computer Interface as Level five of the 
Joint Directors of Laboratory (JDL) Data Fusion Process 
Model (Figure 1).  The aim of the introduction of a level 
5 process was to highlight the need to explicitly consider 
the interaction between automated data fusion processes 

and a human-in-the-loop analyst/decision-maker.   The 
level-5 process ([2], [3]) is considered by its proponents 
as a human-side analog to the sensor-side level 0 process 
that had previously been introduced by Steinberg et al 
[4].  That is, level 0 processing was originally introduced 
to recognize the increasing evolution of smart sensors 
having embedded processing such as pre-detection 
fusion, advanced signal and image processing and 
pattern recognition.    In effect, the level 0 process 
enhanced sensor oriented functions that affected the 
other traditional levels (1-4) of fusion processing.  Using 
a similar analogy, Hall et al [1] argued that advances in 
human computer visualization tools, cognitive aids, and 
collaboration tools should be explicitly considered as 
advances that affect the human side of fusion processing 
and their effect on the traditional levels of fusion 
processing.    
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Figure 1:  JDL Data Fusion Model with Level 5 [3]  
 
While there has been some controversy regarding 
whether or not there should even be a “level 5” in the 
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revised JDL data fusion model [4], it can be argued that 
rapid advances in visualization and virtual world 
technologies will have a significant impact upon how 
humans interact with fusion systems.  For example, 
while the data fusion community seeks to develop 
systems that provide distributed users with a common 
operational picture (COP), the rapidly evolving gaming 
community routinely demonstrates the use of multi-
player on-line games involving hundreds or thousands of 
simultaneous players – interacting in complex 
environments involving shared understanding of virtual 
worlds and interacting with complex virtual players.  
These gaming communities have also developed data-
intensive application to extract virtual world information 
into online databases, allowing the community to analyze 
and share the data to enhance the game play experience.  
In addition, extensive print materials (such as Steve 
Jackson’s “GURPS: Generic Universal RolePlaying 
System” [5] with more than 30 available volumes for 
various genres, time periods, etc.) and on-line resources 
have been developed to help players define worlds, 
characters, and story situations.   In addition, systems 
such as Sony’s PlayStation 3 which allows for 
interactive, multi-player gaming using the Internet as an 
interface is creating new environments for human 
cognitive exploration.  The rapid evolution of virtual 
world tools such as Second Life and OLIVE provides the 
opportunity to enable collaborative analysts to do the 
same thing.   The Centre for Learning and Performance 
Technology in the UK has created a directory of learning 
tools with over 2,000 tools ranging from traditional 
authoring systems to virtual world creation tools [6].  
The directory lists 31 tools specific to virtual world 
creation. 
 
The combination of advanced visualization techniques 
and rapid evolution of virtual world technologies 
provides the opportunity for a new approach to 
information fusion.   Just as new communications 
technologies and handheld devices such as cell phones, 
PDAs, and laptop computers provides the ability for 
every person to become an observer (viz., a “soft sensor” 
[7]), the visualization and virtual world communities can 
enable a new concept of engaging users to become ad 
hoc analysts (viz., a community of analysts).    This 
paper explores these technology advances, describes the 
concept of a community of analysts, and identifies 
research issues that need to be addressed to effectively 
utilize these new technologies and concepts. 
 
2 Advances in visualization  
 
Over the past several years, Hall et al ([8], [9], [10], [11]) 
have described some of the rapid advances in 
visualization technologies that are impacting how 
humans interact with data fusion systems.  In a series of 
papers for the NATO Research and Technology Agency 
for Visualising Network Information (IST-063), Hall et 

al. have discussed the issues related to the ever-growing 
data set available for analysis, the rapidly advancing 
visualization tools and technology and applications, the 
use of gaming concepts for data understanding, and 
intelligent advisory agents [12].   Other advances include 
the use of natural language processing dialogs and 
gesture recognition for interaction with geographical 
information systems [13]. The theme in these papers is 
that new visualization tools and devices provide the 
promise for significant improvements in the ability of 
analysts to understand data and make effective decisions.  
However, systematic research and evaluation will be 
required to determine the utility of visualization aids and 
cognitive aids.  Human-based experiments are needed to 
quantify the effects of factors such as color, use of 
multiple dimensions, multi-sensory effects (e.g., 
sonification and haptic interactions), and individual 
versus team-based collaboration and analysis.    
 
Penn State researchers have conducted extensive work to 
investigate the use of 3-D full immersion displays for 
improved data understanding.    An example of a 3-D 
display for showing environmental data collected by the 
U. S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) is shown in figure 2.   Multiple researchers can 
simultaneously observe and be immersed in a data set, 
allowing collaboration among multiple domain experts. 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2:  Example of 3-D full immersion 

display at Penn State Applied Research Lab 
 
According to Proctor and Van Zandt [14], “the majority 
of displays encounters in human-machine systems are 
either visual or auditory” (p. 160) or a combination of the 
two using the principle of redundant coding.  
Visualization of data is a popular choice by HCI 
designers as it leverages the human sense in with the 
most data capture and processing capability – vision 
(FAA Human Factors Course, 
http://www.hf.faa.gov/webtraining/).  In addition, there 
are many resources and research available as the 
foundation for effective visual information displays such 
as Woodson [15], Proctor and Van Zandt [14], Wickens 
and Holland [16], among many others.  Over the past 
three years, NATO has sponsored a research initiative to 
explore the concepts of visualizing network data to 
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enhance intelligence analysis and battlespace situational 
awareness.  One of the main accomplishments of this 
group was the realization that additional supporting 
psychological testing needed to be accomplished to 
determine visualization effectiveness.  Drawing on the 
experiences in the aviation community, much research 
has been conducted since the early 1930s regarding 
displays, mental workload, and situational awareness as 
it applies to aircrews and safety (Tsang & Vidulich [17]).   
The continuous improvement of pilot/cockpit integration, 
gives rise to the idea of a need for a comprehensive 
theoretical foundation for HCI.  Tsang and Vidulich 
argue that “understanding the human pilot and building 
systems that best accommodate the human’s cognitive 
strengths while supporting human frailties will remain a 
vital component of making those systems safe” (p. 9).  
For multisensor data fusion applications, the same is 
true.  Further, Gopher and Kimchi [18] argue that “the 
rapidly increasing power of microcomputers and their 
increasing incorporation within almost every type of 
human-machine system (especially aircraft) was seen as 
a fundamental problem for engineering psychology.  It 
was not seen to be cost effective to engage in long-term 
applied research for systems that would only last for 
short periods” ([17], p. 10).    
 
Over the past decade, network visualization tools are 
becoming a prominent method to aid in the analysis of 
data.  Network visualization has the potential to become 
a powerful tool across a multitude of analysis disciplines.  
However, the drawback to this method is there is very 
little understanding about how these tools and their 
various components are perceived by the analysts.  In 
addition, it is not clear whether efforts expended to 
develop advanced displays and interfaces quantitatively 
improves the analysis of data. Research specific to 
network visualization techniques could aid tool designers 
in understanding how color, shapes, line design, 
organization, and the cognitive characteristics of the user 
will impact the analysts’ assessment of the presented 
data.  Further, these issues must also be studied in 
relation to how a decision-maker perceives the presented 
data.  The ultimate goal of near-term research should be 
aimed at building a comprehensive model to be used by 
network visualization tool designers in order to optimize 
the tool for use by the human.      
     
3 Perspectives on virtual worlds 
 
Computer-based virtual worlds have been in existence 
for nearly 40 years, beginning with basic text-oriented 
worlds, which appeared on early networked computers.  
Throughout the years, these worlds have matured 
alongside technology: as graphical and processing power 
increased, so to did the breadth and complexity of virtual 
worlds.  Leading up to the 21st century, most virtual 
worlds were part of the massively multiplayer online 
game (MMOG) genre.  By the 1990s, most virtual 

worlds could support 2D or 3D graphics in addition to 
hundreds, often times thousands, of simultaneous users.  
Developers also began to explore the potential of virtual 
worlds outside of game spaces. 
 
This trend continues, as social worlds like Second Life 
and There grow in popularity and boast populations of 
over a million users.  The success of these worlds, 
particularly Second Life (figure 3), has created a high 
level of interest to explore virtual worlds for a wide 
variety of uses, including education, training, and 
collaboration.   The current generation of tools is just 
now beginning to reach the maturity level necessary to 
support thousands of people simultaneously and meet the 
needs of stakeholders who seek to use these worlds for 
very specific purposes. 
 
Tools such as Multiverse (http://www.multiverse.net) 
will soon be integrated with other web services like 
Google Earth, allowing designers and developers to 
create worlds based on realistic terrain data quickly and 
efficiently.  Croquet (http://www.opencroquet.org) 
continues to mature, and supports live audio and video 
feeds, as well as collaborative workspaces within worlds 
built upon the platform.  Building on the wave of 
enthusiasm from the education and training community, 
Proton Media (http://www.protonmedia.com) has built a 
virtual world specifically for education and training, 
called ProtoSphere.  This world features integrated 
whiteboards, application sharing, file sharing, blogs and 
wikis, all tied to individual profiles and organizational 
data.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3:  Second Life World Scene [19]  
Behind the scenes, the creators of these platforms are 
integrating administrative features that allows for 
tracking of very detailed information, such as avatar 
gestures and movements, interactions, and behaviors.  
Many of these platforms are also being built to work 
with other web services, which allows for data of various 
types to travel in and out of the virtual world, 
communicating with databases across the Internet.  The 
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ability to feed various types of data in real-time into a 
virtual world is currently possible, but will soon become 
the norm as tools become more powerful and open to 
other types of data exchange from external data sources. 
 
4 A Community of analysts 
 
The advances in collaborative visualization and virtual 
world technologies lead to several intriguing possibilities 
for improving data fusion.   First, advanced visualization 
and data interaction techniques (including sonification, 
haptic interfaces, 3-D full immersion visualization) 
provide the possibility for engaging the human (or 
multiple humans) pattern recognition capabilities.   One 
could consider the human(s)-in-the-loop of a data fusion 
system to participate in the computation/pattern 
recognition process.    This could create a hybrid 
computing environment, in which the fusion computing 
system performs signal and image processing, statistical 
estimation, feature extraction, modeling and other 
functions augmented by a human acting as a pattern 
recognition processor – in effect substituting human 
vision and pattern recognition for computer vision and 
pattern recognition.    In this mode of operation, the 
displays and interactions would be developed not so 
much to represent “reality” (e.g., via a common 
operational picture), but rather to stimulate recognition 
of patterns, anomalies, trends and other concepts of 
interest.   An example of a 3-D display to allow a human 
to visualize 27,000 pieces of data was developed at Penn 
State University and is shown in figure 4.  The data is 
displayed as green translucent pyramids, with thresholds 
used to determine data “of interest”, which causes the 
key data points to be displayed in red. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The second, common projected use for virtual world 
environments for data fusion involves using the 
environments as a collaboration tool or space.   In this 
concept, pre-specified (and presumably experienced) 
analysts are tasked to solve a problem involving situation 
refinement or threat assessment and use the virtual world 
space as a virtual office.    That is, they use the tool to 
support or perform computer supported collaborative 
work (CSCW).    The CSCW discipline has an extensive 

history and set of research associated with how to 
understand issues of collaboration aids, communication 
tools, cognitive aids, etc. to assist in collaborative work.   
It is beyond the scope of this paper to review this field, 
but certainly this is a rich area for leverage for improved 
data fusion.  A review of knowledge work in virtual 
teams for information systems is provided by D. 
Thomas, R. Bostrom and M. Gouge [20]. 
 
The third possible concept for use of virtual worlds 
involves attempting to leverage an ad hoc community of 
analysts.    In this concept, we would seek to develop a 
concept analogous to the creation and maintenance of the 
Wikipedia [21].  Thus, just as the national news media 
have begun to use civilian reporters (see for example 
CNN’s News to Me (see CNN I-reports) as observers, 
fusion systems could be established to solicit analytical 
results.      
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In this concept, “civilian analysts” could collaborate to 
assist in developing interpretations and understanding of 
complex situations, events, or activities.    

Figure 5:  Concept of a community of analysts 

 
5 Directions for theory and inquiry 
 
The advent of shared internet workspaces such as course 
management networks and online references (Wikipedia) 
represent two ends of the internet veracity continuum. 
University-sponsored shared workspaces, either 
administered by students, faculty or a combination 
thereof may be considered more “trusted” resources for 
improved learning and collaboration. On-line journals 
and the increasing availability of peer-reviewed journals 
on the internet allow for easy access and sharing of 
information with the limitation of cost to the user or 
needing permission to access such materials. On the 
other end of this spectrum are “civilian” information 
sharing, such as Wikipedia and other interest-based 
information sharing resources. Although these tools are 
easily accessible by users there is a lingering concern 
regarding the reliability of using information from such 
sources. This problem of accessibility and veracity or 
quality of information leads to the need for a way to 

Figure 4:  Example of 3-D display of large data 
set of 27,000 pieces of data 
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assess information and collaborator integrity for amateur 
analysts. Wikipedia does allow individuals to edit with 
the exception of “protected” pages and most articles 
include references.  An area of specific inquiry might 
include investigating existing shared information spaces 
and how issues of quality control, accessibility, and 
proprietary concerns (regarding the use of published or 
copy-righted materials). Longitudinal, systematic 
observation of existing internet groups such as those 
mentioned including direct assessment of perceptions of 
utility by the users may inform the design and utility of 
future systems. 
 
On-line role playing games and other internet social 
behavior have been targeted as potentially contributing to 
social isolation and antisocial behavior. This concern has 
been confirmed in certain instances, such as internet 
predatory behaviors. Anonymity of internet and virtual 
worlds may afford individuals opportunities for 
questionable behavior with few, if any, consequences. 
However, there is evidence to suggest the opposite may 
be true. Internet socialization offers opportunities for 
communication for people who otherwise would not 
have as varied social networks. Bringing analysts 
together with similar interests and areas of expertise is a 
clear advantage to making use of on-line working 
environments. Although there are concerns regarding 
quality assurance as mentioned previously, there may be 
practical ways of avoiding potential problems. An area of 
specific inquiry may include procedures for recruitment, 
identification, and management of analyst groups. 
Insights from industrial and organizational psychology 
may provide starting information regarding group 
decision making and team-building. Social psychological 
perspectives regarding self-monitoring behavior may 
apply to empirical study of issues of trust and deception 
in such arenas. 
 
Humans have been constructing their reality since before 
recorded history in the forms of cultural customs and 
language. It stands to follow that humans would continue 
to create and construct their own culture and reality in 
the space of a virtual world as well [22]. There has been 
an explosion of new visualization techniques and 
technologies that are rapidly revolutionizing the human 
computer interface and has vast potential for multisensor 
data fusion applications. Some empirical research has 
already been conducted on on-line cooperative learning 
and laboratory activities. The MARVEL Project 
provided an opportunity for engineering students to 
participate in laboratory research with simulated results 
[23]. There has been a growing body of literature 
regarding on-line learning, its efficacy and its effects on 
life-long learning. This body of literature, although not 
specifically applicable to human-analyst data fusion, may 
provide a basis for informing human virtual networking 
capabilities. 
 

The study of internet applications for CSCW and analyst 
communities can follow a progression various lines of 
research. Exploration of cognitive, social, and 
engineering psychology literature may provide a 
framework for developing a theoretical model. The 
observation of existing networks and resources can begin 
to target problems and questions regarding the utility of 
gaming environments, social networking tools, and 
internet information search engines and conglomerations. 
Finally, randomized control trials are needed to 
investigate: 
 

1) how the presentation of information and the 
modality of communication impacts decision-
making, 

2) how hypotheses and information can be 
combined in order to form shared mental 
models that increase understanding, and 

3) how human analysts construct their own shared 
communication systems, roles, and procedures 
for optimum performance and sharing. 
      

6  Summary 
 
The rapid evolution of smart sensors created 
opportunities for new capabilities in information and data 
fusion via on-sensor intelligent processing, advanced 
modeling of situational uncertainty, and sensor-based 
pattern recognition and identification.    Similarly, 
advances in visualization technologies and virtual world 
environments (driven by the gaming industry and 
industry giants such as Google), provide opportunities 
for a new era of information fusion systems.    Their 
advances will enable new capabilities for distributed 
collaboration and cognition, creation of dynamic ad hoc 
“communities of analysts” and for high level 
understanding of situations, activities and events via use 
of virtual world creation of hypothesis interpretations.      
In order to achieve meaningful new capabilities, we need 
a systematic development of a theoretical understanding 
as well as the planning and conduct of human-in-the-
loop experiments to understand how these technologies 
can be used to effectively engage humans in a hybrid 
cognition/fusion environment. 
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